Bj40 diesel

The J40 series was produced with both diesel and petrol engines. The F series was a 6-cylinder
petrol motor, B series a 4-cylinder diesel, and H series a 6-cylinder diesel. The diesel trucks
were never sold to the general public in the United States, though some found their way in as
mine trucks. Some engines are similar within their series; for example, the F and 2F engines
share many of the same parts. However the H and 2H designations have almost nothing in
common. Toyota still offers many replacement parts for the J40, [ needs update ] available
through Toyota parts departments worldwide. In Brazil, the J40 was known as the Toyota
Bandeirante , and made from until The previous generation built in Brazil from to received the
series code FJ25 open roof and FJ25L soft top but are often referred to as FJ, and in thanks to a
new motor called 2F - not to be confounded with the later 2F engine from - there still came out
some few units with the series code FJL soft top. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This
article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding
citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor
vehicle. Petrol: 3. This section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by
adding citations to reliable sources. June Learn how and when to remove this template
message. Toyota Motor Corporation. Archived from the original on Retrieved Best Cars Web
Site. Scion WiLL Toyopet. Toyota Financial Services. Dyna Type 73 Medium Truck. Categories :
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Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from June
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November All Wikipedia articles in need of updating Commons category link is on Wikidata.
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SUV. Toyota Land Cruiser J This vehicle has a clean Oklahoma title in my name. Thismodel was
built in Brazil by Toyota, is a 4 Cylinders 3. The Toyota Land Cruiser is a series of four-wheel
drive vehiclesproduced by the Japanese automobile manufacturer Toyota. Production of the
first generation of the Land Cruiser began in asToyota's version of a Jeep-like vehicle. The Land
Cruiser has been produced inconvertible, hardtop, station wagon and cab chassis body styles.
The LandCruiser's reliability and longevity have led to huge popularity, especially inAustralia,
where it is the best-selling body-on-frame, four-wheel drivevehicle. Toyota also extensively
tests the Land Cruiser in the Australianoutback considered to be one of the toughest operating
environments in bothtemperature and terrain. Iaccept cash or cashier checks verified by the
bank. Buyer is responsiblefor the freight charges, fees and insurance as well any liability. This
vehicle is not a new car! Please come and inspect it for yourself before you buy it. My standards
may notbe yours, I describe it as I see it, you may see it different. This vehicle isbeing sold as is,
where is with no warranty, expressed written or implied. Mydescription is not an inspection, it's
just to give you feel for the car beforeyou come inspect. The seller shall not be responsible for
the correctdescription, authenticity, genuineness, or defects herein, and makes no warrantyin
connection therewith. No allowance or set aside will be made on account ofany incorrectness,
imperfection, defect or damage. Any descriptions orrepresentations are for identification
purposes only and are not to beconstrued as a warranty of any type. It is the responsibility of
the buyer tohave thoroughly inspected the vehicle, and to have satisfied himself or herselfas to
the condition and value and to bid based upon that judgment solely. Theseller shall and will
make every reasonable effort to disclose any knowndefects associated with this vehicle at the
buyer's request prior to the closeof sale. Seller assumes no responsibility for any repairs
regardless of anyoral statements about the vehicle. Cars for sale Sell your car. Feelfree to
contact me with any questions. More Toyota classic cars for sale. In Excellent Condition! Year:
Mileage: 19, Year: Mileage: 64, Dave H Belgium : Many, many thanks for your help so far. It's
great doing business with people who live and breathe 4x4, rather than a bunch of corporates
who just treat it as another pay check. I think you'll be hearing from me again soon, until then:
enjoy off-roading! Thanks again! You have just won a loyal client! Jan D South Africa : Hi. I
received my gears today. Thank you very much for all ur help. Groete Jan. Alexandros K Greece
: Thank you for your special service. Rod J Bulgaria : Hi Nick, I would like to thank you for your
kind and considerate action upon receiving the news of my difficulties. I have now received the
replacement part and will get it fitted asap. It was a [ The parts fitted perfectly I positively be
buying from you again. Thanks for your help and for fast delivery, I will buy again! Enter your
e-mail address:. Close Search. Model Landcruiser series FJ Cruiser. Landcruiser series BJ40 2.
Land Rover Defender - the off-road legend. Driving technique: Ruts and Mud. Tous les articles.
Recevez notre newsletter! Je m'abonne. A few months back, we started hunting for trucks down

in Tenerife for a couple reasons: We have a fairly large ongoing restoration taking place there,
and a customer wanted something specific we could only find on the Spanish islands. The more
we dug into it though, we quickly learned the Canary Islands have their own automotive culture,
as unique and proud as the people who live on the islands themselves. The remote nature of the
islands belies the diverse array of classic vehicles scattered in the region. This is the first of two
very different Cruisers we have heading our way from the islands. Powered by Toyotas 3. It
comes to us from a mechanic-turned-friend, Ayoze. Back in he decided the BJ40 needed a
breath of new life. The Land Cruiser was torn down. All the way down. Glass out, engine out, the
works. He drove the Cruiser around Tenerife for a couple years, until an itch familiar to any car
guy-or-gal set in: He wanted something different. For him, the automotive wanderlust was
leading him to a Jeep Wrangler. For me, this was a lot of fun: Driving around D. And not just any
Wranglers. Built-up rigs with as much personality dripping from them as one can imagine.
Photographing these for Ayoze was probably a form of torture prohibited in the Geneva
Convention, but therein was the irony: I was surrounded by what moved him, and he had what I
wanted. Such is life, I suppose. His touches around the Land Cruiser are light but just as
personal as any wrangler here in the States: When his restorative work was performed in , he
opted to paint the Toyota a matte forest green, under a gloss black roof. The 3. It sparks to life
with ease, and makes fantastic power, helping pull the truck down the road around 60mph. It
revs freely and has outstanding low-end torque. The four-speed transmission shifts smoothly,
while the high-low transfer case engages with ease, helping the Toyota go damn-near-anywhere
you can think to put it. The body and chassis are largely rust-free; dog legs, chassis
components, bulkhead areas, and rear quarter panels are all straight and clean. The only rust
evident lies on the bottom of the front grill. The black vinyl interior is largely stock, configured
to seat three across the front, with two rear-opposed jump seats providing room for more
people, size depending. The front driver and passenger seats have shoulder and lap belts. An
aftermarket head unit was installed, with a cubby box sitting under the dash holding the
speakers. Add To Cart. Facebook 0 Twitter Reddit Pinterest 0. There were two Japanese
vehicles made from the captured American Jeep. The AK10 was very similar to the Jeep it was
based on, and was powered by an inline four cylinder 2. The AK10 was fitted with a three speed
manual transmission mated to a two speed transfer box. At the end of the war Japan was
occupied and its industries were struggling. The lessons of the aftermath of the First World War
had been learned however in regard to the fact that it had been the punitive economic damage
that had been done to Germany under the terms of the Treaty of Versailles that had helped Hitler
get into power. The peace in East Asia did not last long however with the Communists taking
power in China and then seeking to expand their empire into Korea, resulting in the Korean War
beginning in mid By production of the Toyota BJ was in full swing with three model variants on
offer: the BJ-T touring model; the BJ-R radio vehicle; and the BJ-J cowl chassis which could be
equipped with a special custom body such as for making a fire-engine for example. This 3. The
suspension was improved with the fitting of four plate leaf springs inherited from a Toyota light
truck and the body styling was also made more attractive. For the J20 and J30 series Toyota
offered a new and more powerful version of the Type F engine, still of 3. This engine was
mounted a little further forward to increase interior space and especially to improve front
leg-room for tall drivers. Body styles offered for the J20 and J30 series included the open soft
top and a range of others including two door and four door wagons and pick-ups. Of all the
things that emerged in the early s the Toyota Land Cruiser J40 proved to be one of the most
practical and durable new things of all. If you were out in some remote part of the world where
vehicle failure could prove fatal not only for the vehicle but also for its occupants unless there
was a prearranged rescue organized, then a Toyota Land Cruiser was a comforting thing to
have: especially one with a diesel engine and a decent two-way radio. By the time I went to work
in a mining town in the Australian outback in the early s there were very few other 4x4s to be
seen: every man and his dog seemed to have a Land Cruiser and they were all very happy with
them. Although it still had a three speed gearbox there were farmers and pastoralists who
preferred that over the four speed which was fitted from , regarding the second gear of the three
speed box perfect for cruising along firebreaks and trails where top gear was just too quick for
the task and in the four speed box third was a tad too high and second definitely too low. The
J40 was initially fitted with much the same 3. In the four speed gearbox replaced the three
speed: to the delight of some, and to the chagrin of others, and the Land Cruiser was also
offered with the four cylinder 3. Some markets were supplied with the 3. Thus fitted the Land
Cruiser was designated an HJ In this engine option was upgraded to the 4. Thus fitted the model
designation was HJ Toyota had established itself in Brazil in June with a modest meter by 50
meter assembly plant which initially assembled CKD Completely Knocked Down kits imported
from Japan. Production began with the FJ25L Land Cruiser in May and production was

progressively expanded with the move to a large facility in San Bernadino on the outskirts of
San Paulo which was completed in late Production of the J40 based vehicles beginning with the
TB41L long wheelbase hard top began in In order to ensure a level of local production agreeable
to the Brazilian Government the engines of these vehicles were sourced from Mercedes-Benz
do Brasil Limitada, so these Toyota Land Cruiser Bandeirante Pioneer J40 vehicles were fitted
with Brazilian made Mercedes diesel engines and have some body and light fitting differences
to the J40 Land Cruisers made in Japan. The brakes were good too, we managed to comfortably
miss the ice cream van that decided to do a U-turn in front of us not far from the hospital: if you
can imagine an ice-cream truck driver with a look on his face like a rabbit in the headlights then
you can imagine the moment. Then a motorcycle police officer arrived and kindly gave us an
escort all the way to the hospital. Suffice to say we made it in time and our son was not born in
the cab of the Land Cruiser. It carved out a name for itself in the diesel and dust of the
Australian Outback, it became the vehicle of choice for African Safari operators, and it proved
itself up against the American four wheel drives, including the Jeep that had originally inspired
it. Jon has done radio, television, magazine, and newspaper interviews on various issues, and
has traveled extensively, having lived in Britain, Australia, China, and Hong Kong. This article
and its contents are protected by copyright, and may only be republished with a credit and link
back to Silodrome. This Toyota FJ45 Land Cruiser Pickup was given a comprehensive
restoration back in , the original inline-six cylinder engine was replaced with a cu. Read More.
Before the arrival ofâ€¦. The Opel Lotus Omega Type was the second fastest production
four-door car in the world when it was released in , with a top speed of mph â€” enough to
embarrass many supercarsâ€¦. Jon Branch. Published by Jon Branch - March 6th Cars Classic
4x4 Japanese. British Cars Classic Cars. Cars Classic Cars. Set an alert to be notified of new
listings. Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Private Seller.
Original factory power steering The diesels were made in Japan and are very rare in the US
because they were never imported here. Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. Power
comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the
car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the
seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This
Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is
powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale
leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and
Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic
driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling.
This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a
one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal
leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac Brougham sedan has been freshly repainted
in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from new, retaining its original blue leather interior
and a fully refurbished air conditioning system. The car is powered by a ci V8 paired with a
4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally sold in El Paso, Texas, and was subsequently
relocated to Arizona. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center.
About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities.
Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their respective
owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of the
company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Fitted with factory
electric winch have remote in factory bag , fender flares, removable top, door tops and fold
down windshield, full floating rear with LSD. Purchased from original owner who stored truck in
garage and had services at Toyota regularly where his son worked in the accounting
department! Repainted eight years ago to a very high standard. ZERO rust or rot. This is one of
the nicest Land Cruisers I have imported. Extremely rare to find in this condition. Runs and
drives perfectly. Top has never been removed. Needs new tires and shocks, no other issues.
Call or text Chris for more info or pictures Imported from Spain. LHD and rust and rot free. Built
by Santana Motors under license by Land Rover. Runs and drives well. Some dents, scrapes
and scratches around the body. Interior in good shape. Original and unmodified. Call or text
Chris with questions or to see truck, Rust free, Left hand drive. Imported from the Canary
Islands. Very solid truck. Not perfect, but a solid 40 year old LC pickup. Toyota H series 6
cylinder diesel motor, 4 speed manual. Recently repainted with new bed from HZJ79 installed.
Vermont plate and registration. Rust free, LHD Spanish import. Runs and drives extremely well.
Strong running engine, transmission shifts smoothly and precisely. No mechanical issues. Dent
on right front fender. A few minor dents, nicks and scratches around truck. Absolutely rust free.
Floor mat, rear seat and headliner are in great condition. Factor suspension seats. Limited slip,

full floating rear. Body shells painted white were sent to Portugal where they were repainted in
various colors. The paint on these trucks does not hold up nearly as well as Toyota painted
trucks, faded and worn through paint is the norm. A 4 or 5 cylinder VM turbo diesel engine was
installed with a Toyota H55 5 speed. The VM engine produced about horsepower. These trucks
were fitted with 4. Rear axles were full floaters and LSD equipped. Electrical systems were 12
volt with two batteries wired in parallel to assist with starting. Unfortunately, these engines did
not hold up well and many experience failure in the , KMS range. Additionally, These trucks
were fitted with front and rear doors with removable door tops. This allows the FRP top to be
removed and run as a true convertible. This particular truck is in excellent condition. The body
has a small dent in the right front fender and left rear corner. Paint is faded. Interior is in very
good condition. This is a perfect truck for somebody looking to do a 1HD-T or other 12 volt
diesel conversion. The previous owner was nearing the completion of an extensive restoration
when he needed to focus his attention on other projects. The condition of the restoration was
done to a high standard. This BJ40 features the 4 cylinder 3. The truck starts, idles and drives
very well. At some point the previous owner had the truck resprayed in the original color. The
frame and body are in great shape and completely rust free, however there is a small area under
the driver side floorboard that appears to have been repaired with fiberglass. We would prefer to
see a repair like this done in metal. The repair is totally functional and looks good see photos
but could be repaired to a higher standard. You can see from the photos that the truck is
missing a headliner and the seats need to be reupholstered. This rig was never fitted with a
heater or air conditioner. The tires are mounted on split rims and although appear to have tread
will need to be replaced. It has a New Jersey title and registration. Call Greg at BJ73 features the
3. The truck starts, idles and pulls strong. The 5 speed transmission shifts smoothly and the
truck drives well. The truck has a full floating front axle and semi floating rear axle with factory
limited slip differential. An added plus is that the truck was fitted with factory AC. This rig has a
removable RFP top, rear half doors and folding windshield. The previous owner had the truck
resprayed white and painted the fenders black and the RFP top a light brown. Upon inspecting
the truck there does not appear to be excessive use of body filler or similar bodywork repair.
The body and frame are rust free. The seats have been reupholstered to a high standard. The
truck does not appear to have been wheeled, however seems to have been used as a work truck
and shows appropriate signs of wear. The interior dash trim components and door panels are
broken or worn. Please keep in mind that this truck is not a restored rig and it would need the
appropriate care and attention as any truck of this year. Please call Greg with any questions
This is a one owner truck with ,kms 99, miles left hand drive, power steering, power locks. This
truck has been repainted to a very high standard in the original blue-grey color. A small section
of rust was removed from the rocker panel and new metal was welded in. Most bj73 have one
piece rear doors that require you to remove doors completely or purchase a second set and cut
the doorstops off. Interior is in good shape with some nicks and tears. Steering is tight,
transmission shifts smoothly, truck tracks straight and is very tight all consistent with a lower
KM
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truck. Truck runs and drives very well but loss of compression results in a significant loss of
power. The seller did not disclose this issue when he sold us the truck. He also would not take
our call to discuss the problem with the engine. This would be a perfect truck for someone
looking to do a 13B-T or 1HD-T conversion or for someone who has a spare 3B motor. Please
call Chris with any questions Zero rust, original paint. Body in excellent condition. Interior in
very good condition, seats have been recently recovered. Engine requires rebuild. Please call
Chris for additional information One owner vehicle with , kilometers , miles. Regularly serviced
and well cared for truck with new clutch. Excellent condition throughout with original paint.
Price to be determined after arrival. Call Chris at Please enter your name, a message and a valid
email address. Your email has been sent! Thank you! Your email failed. Try again later. This site
is not authorized by or affiliated with Toyota.

